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INTRODUCTION
The estate planning and administration area, including guardianships and conservatorships, is
an ideal choice for a practitioner who wants to be challenged intellectually, have minimal
contentious negotiations, and experience a sense of service to and interpersonal connection
with individuals and families.
I.

WHAT IS THE SUBSTANCE OF THIS PRACTICE AREA?

This practice area includes establishing wills and trusts, powers of attorney and advance
health care directives for clients, as well as guardianships and conservatorships for
individuals who are unable to manage their health care, residential decisions and/or financial
matters due to incapacity. Some practitioners in this area also handle litigation matters and
negotiate prenuptial agreements; some even cross into pure domestic relations work,
handling divorces and custody disputes. Others blend a general business practice with their
estate planning practice, which works nicely when your firm clientele includes many small
business owners. Estate planning attorneys regularly become generalists, to some extent,
because our clients face so many issues – as employees, as business owners, as real property
owners, as landlords, as parents, and so on. If you want to practice in this area and do not
want to be a generalist, you will quickly learn that having a referral list for trusted attorneys
who provide services that are complementary to your own gives you a value-added service
you can provide to your clients.
A.

Components of an estate planning practice. Estate planning is more of a
process than a product. Executing a will, for example, is just one piece of the
overall practice. We provide a service that generally results in the delivery of a
product (i.e., estate planning documents). Working with clients through the estate
planning process often involves a great deal of client education so that the client
has an understanding of how the pieces of his or her plan fit together to
accomplish the client’s goals.
1.

1

Developing a client base. This, of course, occurs over time. The practice
of law is truly a relationship-driven practice. As you develop relationships
in your community (with other lawyers in your firm and elsewhere, with
clients, with CPAs and financial planners, with brokers, fellow alumni,
and so forth) and those relationships are based on mutual respect, the work
will come through referrals. In this practice area, knowing your referral
sources and taking care of them is a very important key to success. It is
even more important to simply do good work: be responsive, respectful
and pragmatic in all of your dealings. The most valuable referrals you
receive will be those that begin with the following declaration: “I received
your name from my friend who worked with you on her estate planning.
She highly recommended you.”

Thank you to my colleague Heather L. Guthrie for graciously allowing me to use her presentation materials.
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2.

3.

Establishing the relationship.
a.

Engagement letter.

b.

Joint representation memo. Representing both spouses in their
estate planning is common, but informed consent of the jointly
represented clients is a must.

c.

First meeting(s). The most important thing to do in an initial
meeting with clients is to listen. Ask open-ended questions and let
the clients tell you their stories. By doing this, and listening
actively, you accomplish two things: first, you immediately
establish who the important people in the room are – this process is
all about the client. Second, you learn what is important to the
clients so that you can identify issues and build a plan that is right
for the client. You cannot create an estate plan that accomplishes
your client’s goals until you understand what those goals are. Do
not be surprised when, even in multi-million dollar estates, the
clients are more interested in talking about their children’s special
challenges with money – or other issues – than about reducing
their overall estate tax risk. Your job is to deal with both of these
issues, but pay attention to what matters most to the client. By
letting your client know that you are listening to what they have to
say and problem-solving around their concerns, you establish
credibility and trust. Often, I have just one initial meeting with
clients and in the next meeting we sign documents, working
through drafts by telephone and email. However, some clients have
such complicated plans that it can take more than a year and many
meetings before a plan is finalized.

d.

Educate the client. Estate planning is not something clients do
every day and many clients will only have a basic understanding
(at best) of what it entails. A common assumption is that the
passage of all of one’s assets will be governed at death by the
individual’s will. However there are lots of different methods for
passing property at death that can affect the overall distribution of
assets following one’s death. Be prepared to educate your clients
about these different methods and how they will be used to carry
out the overall distribution scheme desired by the client.

Evaluating challenges and strategies for the particular client. The
unique challenges of a client may be myriad. While listening to your
client’s story, you will need to identify issues which may include any or
many of the following:
a.

b.

Blended family issues. Second marriages and children from
previous marriages or relationships. Support obligations to
previous family.
Special needs of children or grandchildren.
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c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
l.

m.
n.

o.
4.

Anticipated inheritances.
Non-traditional families. Unmarried and/or LGBTQ clients.
Taxable gift issues. Did the clients make a substantial gift recently
to help a child buy a first home? Did they give beyond the gift tax
exemption threshold?
Real estate in multiple states or out of the country.
Children in troubled marriages.
Charitable inclinations and goals.
Beloved pets. To whom should these pets go? Is a pet trust wanted
or warranted?
Care for parents of the clients. Many children support their parents
in some way. How should that care continue after your client dies
if the parents survive?
Health issues of the client.
Rental property issues. If the clients own rental property, do they
own it outright or in an entity? Who manages the property?
Do they have adequate insurance? Is entity ownership advisable?
Death tax exposure at the state and/or federal level.
Selecting fiduciaries. Who will care for minor children? Who will
manage money for the beneficiaries? Who will make health-care
decisions for the client in the event of incapacity?
Business ownership and transition planning.

Drafting documents. Every estate plan should consist of the following
documents at a minimum:
a.

Will. This document establishes how property (that is owned by
the client in his/her own name and which will not pass by
beneficiary designation) will pass at the client’s death. The
document must be carefully drafted and properly executed
(two witnesses).

b.

Power of Attorney. Preparing for incapacity with a power of
attorney is a critical part of this process. If the client has a stroke,
for example, the Will does nothing – it speaks only at death –
and absent a power of attorney (or trust – see below), it may be
necessary to commence conservatorship proceedings to manage
assets.

c.

Advance Directive. An important part of this process is to discuss
with your clients whether or not they would like to execute an
advance directive giving decision-making authority related to
end-of-life circumstances and giving advance direction about the
client’s wishes regarding tube feeding and life support.
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Many estate plans will also include trusts of one sort or another, whether
revocable living trusts (as a privacy and probate-avoidance vehicle, and an
alternate mechanism for managing assets in the event of incapacity) or
irrevocable trusts as part of a death-tax minimization plan (such as an
Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust or ILIT). Also, it is not uncommon for a
client’s Will to create trusts (testamentary trust) that are funded after
death. These testamentary trusts don’t typically avoid the need for probate,
but can be helpful in dealing with different client concerns (such as minor
beneficiaries).
5.

6.

B.

Executing documents and following-up on executing the plan.
a.

Execution and Safe-keeping of Documents. Overseeing the proper
execution of and providing guidance about safe-keeping of estate
planning documents is also part of the process.

b.

Beneficiary designations. Providing the client with beneficiary
designations that are tailored to dovetail with the client’s plan and
advising the client about updating their beneficiary designations
are essential. This is becoming an increasingly important piece of
estate planning as many clients have much of their wealth in
retirement plans that pass based on beneficiary designations.

c.

“Funding” a Trust. If the client has entered into a trust agreement,
transferring assets to the trust – so-called “funding” of the trust – is
essential. You should provide instructions to the client that explain
exactly what needs to be done: how should the new accounts be
titled? How can they change title to their cars? What about timeshare interests? Specific instructions for each type of asset should
be provided. Prepare deeds where appropriate. Advise clients to
obtain lender consents, where applicable. Provide alternative
recommendations for POD designations. Explain. Note: funding
a trust does not occur until after a client’s death, if you only have
testamentary trusts.

Staying in touch with the client. The key to staying in touch with clients
is maintaining a good database of client information that allows you to
search for, for example, all clients with tax-planning documents so that
when a change in the tax laws occurs, you are able to readily sort through
your clients to determine who should receive a letter from you regarding
the change and any updates that the client should consider. Many clients
will execute their plan and you will not hear from them again for years.
Other clients have plans of such complexity that the process involves
several phases (establishing the basic plan; enhancing that plan with
irrevocable trust(s) and the like) and demands regular maintenance. Some
clients will become friends with whom you have regular contact.

Administration. Administering trusts and estates is all about putting the plan into
action after death.
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1.

Probating a Will. The process of probating a Will involves the following
basic steps:
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

h.

Preparing a petition asking the court to admit the Will to probate
and appoint the person designated in that Will as personal
representative.
Sending notice of the probate to heirs and devisees.
Publishing notice of the probate and appointment to commence the
period during which creditors may bring claims against the
decedent’s estate. Giving notices to known creditors.
Preparing and filing an inventory of assets that are probate assets
(assets not passing by beneficiary designation or by survivorship).
Preparing and filing an affidavit of compliance with respect to
certain duties of the personal representative.
Reporting to the court all acts of the personal representative,
including accounting for all income and expenditures, and asking
the court to approve distribution of assets.
Confirming the filing of fiduciary income tax returns (with the
taxing authorities, not the court, but an important step
nevertheless).
Distributing assets in accordance with the Will, obtaining and
filing receipts for distributions, discharging the personal
representative and closing the estate.

If the decedent died without a Will, the same basic steps are followed
except that: (1) assets pass to the decedent’s heirs by the laws of intestacy;
(2) the statute establishes an order of preference for individuals who may
serve as personal representative; and (3) bonding of the personal
representative may be required. Probate can take anywhere from 6 months
to several years, depending on a myriad of complicating factors. Every
estate is different, and the foregoing is intended as a general outline to
give you a sense of the basics. Probate is a cooperative process between
attorney and client; paralegals can be invaluable in this process to track
deadlines, draft documents and coordinate with the client while keeping
fees as low as possible.
2.

Administering a Trust. Trust administration includes many of the same
basic steps as probating a Will (e.g., determining who the beneficiaries
are, determining what the assets are and taking control of them, filing
necessary tax returns (income and estate), reporting to the beneficiaries,
and so forth), but without court oversight. Instead of working from the
Will and the statutes, trust administration is controlled by the terms of the
trust agreement itself; it is fundamentally a matter of contract. If a trust
agreement calls for outright distribution, trust administration can be quite
brief. If it calls for assets to continue in trust, it may continue for many
years. You should become familiar with the provisions of the Oregon
Uniform Trust Code in order to comply with reporting requirements that
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are imposed by statute, some of which can be waived by the terms of the
trust agreement but some of which cannot. See ORS Chapter 130.

C.

3.

Estate Tax Returns. Estate tax returns can be required whether you are
administering a probate estate or doing a post-mortem trust administration.
Whether they are required depends on the fair market value of the
decedent’s assets on the date of death rather than on the estate planning
vehicle used. Some CPAs will prepare these returns; however, in most
cases the attorney is better positioned to prepare them because so much of
how assets are valued and reported for estate tax purposes is driven by an
estate plan developed by the attorney.

4.

Administering Based on Estate Planning Documents Prepared by
Another Attorney. Keep in mind that not every administration will be an
administration of documents you prepared; quite often, you will never
have seen the documents before. Your job is to figure out what was
intended based on the words of the document. Keep this in mind when you
are drafting, too. Someone else may be administering your documents
twenty years from now, so draft clearly and carefully.

Guardianships and Conservatorships.
1.

Guardianships. Establishing a guardianship is necessary when an
individual is unable to make health-care or residential decisions for
him/herself. Typically, the need arises when an elderly person with some
mental disability becomes combative and unwilling to go along with a
caregiver’s plan. Guardianships may also be necessary in the case of a
minor whose natural parent is deceased or otherwise unable to care for the
child. Note the following standard that must be met in order to establish a
guardianship: “A guardian may be appointed for an adult person only as is
necessary to promote and protect the well-being of the protected person. A
guardianship for an adult person must be designed to encourage the
development of maximum self-reliance and independence of the protected
person and may be ordered only to the extent necessitated by the person’s
actual mental and physical limitations.” ORS 125.300. See ORS 127.505660 regarding Advance Directives for health care. See ORS 127.700-737
regarding Declarations for Mental Health Treatment.

2.

Conservatorships. Establishing a conservatorship is necessary when an
individual is unable to make financial decisions in his/her own best
interests. Typically, the need arises when an elderly person begins
mismanaging money or in the event of a stroke or similarly debilitating
condition that limits the person’s ability to handle his or her own financial
affairs. A conservatorship may also be necessary in the case of a minor
who is entitled to receive funds but as a matter of law is deemed to not
have capacity to manage those funds. Note the following standard that
must be met in order to establish a conservatorship: “Upon the filing of a
petition seeking the appointment of a conservator, the court may appoint a
conservator and make other appropriate protective orders if the court finds
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by clear and convincing evidence that the respondent is a minor or
financially incapable, and that the respondent has money or property that
requires management or protection.” ORS 125.400. See ORS 125.005(3)
for definition of financially incapable.
3.

D.

Resources. The following are some helpful resources for this practice area:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
II.

Generally. The tests relating to and the process of establishing
guardianships and conservatorships are set forth in ORS Chapter 125.
Often, a debilitating condition makes it necessary to establish both a
guardianship and a conservatorship at the same time, though the need for a
conservatorship can generally be avoided if the individual has an adequate
Power of Attorney in place. Guardianship and conservatorship practice is
generally a fairly small part of most estate planning and administration
practices because in many cases, if a plan is in place that includes
incapacity planning – as any such plan should – a guardianship or
conservatorship can often be avoided. With respect to conservatorships for
minors, there are mechanisms for avoiding a conservatorship altogether in
certain circumstances, such as where the dollar amount is relatively small
or where the conservatorship is thought to be needed solely to settle a
claim. See ORS 126.700 and ORS 126.725.

Administering Oregon Estates. Oregon Bar Association Continuing Legal
Education publication, updated periodically.
Administering Trusts in Oregon. Oregon Bar Association Continuing
Legal Education publication, updated periodically.
Elder Law. Oregon Bar Association Continuing Legal Education
publication, updated periodically.
Guardianships, Conservatorships and Transfers to Minors. Oregon Bar
Association Continuing Legal Education publication.
Oregon Revised Statutes chapters 111 through 130.
Will and Trust Forms, published by US Bank National Association.
The list-serv of the Estate Planning and Administration section of the
Oregon State Bar, as well as periodic publications by this group, which in
many cases are available on-line.
OSB site generally for form letters, conflicts waivers, etc.

WHAT IS AN AVERAGE DAY LIKE IN THIS PRACTICE AREA?
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III.

WHAT ARE THE PROS AND CONS OF THIS PRACTICE AREA?
A.

Pace of practice – the prospect of balance. One of the reasons I have chosen to
practice in this area is that for the most part I can control the pace. Whereas the
pace of many practice areas is purely client driven (such as in the business
transaction environment), the estate planning area is usually a fairly calm and
controlled process that allows me to maintain some balance between my personal
and professional life. Exceptions include client illness and client travel plans,
among other things. On the administration side of practice, there are statutory
deadlines that drive much of the practice.

B.

Litigation – knowing your limits. Fortunately, I practice in a firm where I have
litigators who are available to handle contentious matters that are headed for
court. However, many estate planning and administration attorneys handle
litigation as part of their practice.

C.

Profitability – the small matter challenge. Keeping the estate planning and
administration balance in your practice is important because while the estate
planning side often consists of small matters that generate minimal fees relative to
the administrative tasks involved (opening the file, running conflicts, overseeing
or doing the work in a cost-effective fashion), the administration side generally
involves much more time and generates more significant fees. This is a business
reality that practitioners deal with in different ways, but doing both sides of the
practice – planning and administration – also makes you a better resource for your
clients and helps you develop a better skill set because you know how the plan
you drafted works out in practice.

D.

Working independently. Many who practice in this area work very independently.
If you are conscientious and detail-oriented, this can be a plus – no one is looking
over your shoulder. On the other hand, not having a second set of eyes reviewing
your work and not having a second brain to help you think through difficult
concepts means you must be meticulous in your drafting and in your
communications with your client.

E.

Personality characteristics of a good estate planning and administration
practitioner. The following is a list of personality characteristics that are
important to have in order to succeed and enjoy practicing in this area:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A good listener
Compassionate
Detail-oriented
Practical
Patient
Must enjoy working with elderly people
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IV.

CONCLUSION
Practicing in this area can be tremendously rewarding, both personally and
professionally, but it is not for everyone. If you crave the challenge of the courtroom
or if you thrive on the adrenaline of fast-paced transactional work, working solely in
this practice area is probably not for you. On the other hand, if you are looking for a
practice that offers a sense of service to individuals, a richness of intellectual
challenge, and a relatively controlled pace, you should consider pursuing the estate
planning and administration area.
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Estate PSanning, Administration,
Guardianships and Conservatorships
Melissa F. Busley

Portland, Oregon

DUNN CARNEY

Overview

\DUNNCARN^

• Estate planning
• Probate and trust administration

• Guardianships and conservatorships

Client Education
You need to learn about the client:

o Who are they and their family?
o What are their assets?

o Any "special" challenges?
You need to educate the client:

o Different ways for assets to pass
o Different tools for different tasks

o A good estate plan is tailored to the client
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Evaluating Challenges and Strategies:
Issue Spotting
Family Issues
Asset issues
Tax issues

Other issues

tl

^^ fia

Evaluating Challenges and Strategies:
Issue Spotting
• Family issues may include;
o Blended family situation

o Special needs of children or grandchildren
o Non-traditional families

o Children in troubled marriages

o Care for parents of the clients

Evaluating Challenges and Strategies:
Issue Spotting
• Asset issues may include:
o Anticipated inheritances
o Real estate in multiple states or out of the country
o Rental property Issues

o Business ownership and transition planning
o Retirement plans, annuities and life insurance

tH
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Evaluating Challenges and Strategies:
Issue Spotting
• Tax issues may Include:
o Taxable gift Issues

o Death tax exposure at the state and/or federal level
• What states may be able to tax

• Oregon exemption Is $1,000,000
• Federal exemption In 2020 Is $11,580,000
• Federal estate tax portability
• Basis consistency reporting
• Marital deduction elections and portability
require timely filing

DUNNCAflNI^

Evaluating Challenges and Strategies:
Issue Spotting
other Issues may Include:
o Charitable Inclinations and goals
o Beloved pets
o Health Issues of the client

o Selecting fiduciaries

Drafting Documents:
The Essentials
will

Power of attorney
Advance directive for health care decisions
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Executing Documents and Fo!low-Up
• Execution ceremony and document safekeeping

• Beneficiary designations - this can be critical
• "Funding" trusts
• Staying in touch

Post-Mortem Administration
• Wills - probate

• Trusts - post-mortem trust administration
• Estate tax returns

• Survivorship and beneficiary designations
• Administering based on documents prepared by
other attorneys

DumCAmEi

Guardianships and Conservatorships
• What they are
o Guardianship: Decisions about the person

o Conservatorship: Decisions about the person's stuff
• How to avoid them

o Powers of attorney
o Trusts
o Advance directives
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Guardianships and Conservatorships
Process and follow-up
o Petition and appointment

o Annual reporting

% DUNNCARN^
The Realities of Estate Planning
"In this world nothing can be
said to be certain, except
death and taxes."
Benjamin Franklin, 1789

Developing a Book of Business
and Keeping Clients (Happy)
• Developing a client base
o Relationship, relationship, relationship

• Establishing the client relationship
o Your first meeting(s)

• Evaluating challenges and strategies for the particular client
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The Pros and Cons of this Practice Area
• Pace of practice and prospect of balance/control
• Litigation

• Profitability
o The small matter challenge

• Working independently
o Details, details, details

• Who is happy doing this kind of work?
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Questions?

Melissa F. Busley
Partner, Dunn Carney LLP
mbusley@dunncarney.com
503.417.5460
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